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Teaching Presence 
Anderson, Garrison,  

Rourke and Archer 2001 

 

Teaching presence has been the 
accepted term in online teaching 

research (Zhan et al 2007) to 
mean “the design, facilitation 

and direction of cognitive  
and social processes 

 for the purpose of realizing 
personally  

and educationally 

 worthwhile outcomes”.  

Source: http://www.communitiesofinquiry.com/model 



Shea et al (2010) summarized  

teaching presence research done  

from 2000-2009.  
 

Most of these studies  
were based on   

based on threaded discussions in  

predominantly asynchronous  
environments.  

 

Research in Teaching Presence 



  
Though, Akyol (2009) suggested that  

the construct of  teaching presence 
 may hold true for synchronous  

learning environments,   

new synchronous systems  

have not been studied elaborately  
(Tremblay 2006, McBrein, Jones and Cheng 2009). 

Research in Teaching Presence 



Only a handful of findings have been shared in research  

about best models and practices  

in the use of these emerging virtual platforms  

to examine online teaching presence  
in order to inform effective online teaching  
(Swan 2003, Hoffman 2005, Tremblay 2006)  



Specifically,  through  this  preliminary 
study, I aim to:  
 
-describe the nature of online teaching in 
synchronous live classes  of an  
exemplary ESL teacher at WizIQ; 
 
-examine  emerging themes of teaching 
presence in synchronous learning 
environments 





Connecting with Online Learners 
  Nellie (audio+video):  Ok...let's see. We got Romania, India and any other countries?   
              Sali (chatbox):  iran  
Nellie (audio + video): Taiwan...Lithuanian. Iran, yes. I see. Great. So we've got almost the   
                         whole world..... 
           Arun (chatbox):  diversified session 
   Nellie (audio video): Diversified session...thank you, Arun. 



Managing the Virtual Classroom 

Codes of 
Communication 

   Other Communicative Acts for TechSupport 

audio/mic check 

 
1 =mic 
 
 
Tup 
 
 
 
Tdown 
 
 
 

You are using the wrong port...you might want to 
connect with WizIQ support ...and tell them  that 
you would like help. 
 
You have a slow connection....refresh your page. 
 
You can log out and log back in. 
Go ahead....don't let it bother you. 
I'm sorry, I'll refresh my page 
 
“Yeah, I think that's what's wrong. I took away Halima's mic 
because of the huge delay.” 
 
There are green bars beside your name. There 
are five bars and if they are all green that means 
you have a good connection. 



Engaging and Sustaining  
Language Learning 



Validating Online Teaching&Learning Process 



Validating Online Teaching&Learning Process 
 

 “This was a great class.... The class is YOU.  
 YOU make the classes what they are. I'm just here to 

 give YOU a chance but YOU are doing everything, and as      

         Cata said PEOPLE TEACH PEOPLE. It's not one  

 person—it's not teacher teaching.  

It's everyone TEACHING  everybody.    
And that's what's   wonderful because WE are from all over   
the world and   WE're teaching, WE're connecting.   

And I think that's  what's   

 the internet is bringing to US.   

 And I think it's wonderful.      

Thank YOU. Thank YOU everyONE.”     
 



Emerging Themes of  Teaching Presence 
 in Synchronous Platforms  

Teaching  
Presence 

Connecting  
with Online  
Learners 

Validating  
the Online  
Teaching &  
Learning  
Process 

  
Managing the  

Virtual  
Classroom 
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Sustaining  
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& Interaction 



Teaching Presence in  
Synchronous Platforms 

Teaching Presence in synchronous platforms  may be understood 
as communicative acts/efforts learners and teachers engage in 
towards learning together as they build their online identity. 

 



These acts can be explicit=planned  and/or  
implicit=in response to interactions. 
Hence TP may be viewed in a spectrum of communicative acts 
which may be learner driven or teacher driven 

 
 

Arising interactions may be  interpreted from the  
teacher's  and learners' views/beliefs  

about online teaching and learning process,  
knowledge of virtual platform features  

and the role of technology in facilitating language learning. 

 

Teaching Presence in  
Synchronous Platforms 
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